
 

Opening to Fresh
 
      Fields of Pla y
2017 heralds a fresh new playing field for those who choose 

it. This is the moment for a new multi-dimenaional timeline 

to be chosen and embraced as a fully embodied reality. It is 

why we have incarnated on this beautiful earth at this time 

and what we have been waiting for all of our lives!  

Opening to Fresh Fields of Play is a special New Year 

event. A virtual retreat offered by David Manning and Vic-

toria More to celebrate the choice for a new timeline and to 

begin explorating its fascinating potential. 

Reality is now in quite a fluid state, so choosing to avoid 

distractions in favor of Illumination is paramount.  Thus we  

will immerse in the stillness of deep meditation, transforma-

tional initiatory healing and the joy of a co-created field of 

infinite potential. 

In this state of deep retreat, we  

can support one another in mov-

ing beyond all ideas and beliefs 

held from the past to ignite and 

reveal our soul’s true intentions 

for a "future"  be lived  in the  

new Now of 2017.

Decem ber 30, 2016 — January 1 2017



Transitioning into 2017
The energies are hugely volatile and fluid at this point in our evolution and on this retreat, we want to be as responsive to that as 
possible. We are therefore not defining each call with a title as we have in the past, but would rather keep things very flexible and 
in the moment so as to best align with the available frequencies. The retreat will follow a simple format, which will allow everyone 
to progress through three stages of transition over the three days. 

Within that structure, Victoria and David will bring their unique and very different but complimentary styles, approaches and skill 
sets to the table. 

We'll use the December Solstice energies to launch into what is unfolding as a result of that shift point, in addition to looking deeply into 
the energies ahead and what is emerging, throughout the entire retreat. 

We will take time at the end to carefully review the post-retreat integration period and how to carry this forward. Q and A's will be an 
integral part of each call and there will also be the opportunity for some individual work to take place on behalf of the collective. 



Each of the three days we'll address a different theme.

First, we’ll come together to set the field. This is a critical piece of co-creative work as the field is the firmament that holds everything, 
amplifies everything, deepens everything, and keeps us inter-connected, even when we are not together on a call or in a synchronized 
meditation. The field facilitates a collective container, which acts like a building wave that becomes more and more potent each day. We 
are each immersed in the frequencies much more fully than if we were on our own, and as a result the energies working through us move 
much more deeply.

Our experience on the other virtual retreats we have facilitated is that the field effect is quite tangible and very real. People become highly 
attuned to its energy and aware of an amplified support. It facilitates enormous shifts and acts as a buffer zone to hold a collective space 
of transformation for each participant, even though we will be spread across the globe.  

Quite simply, we come to understand that the field is a viable presence that generates powerful work.



Recapitulation    

Day one is given to the powerful, mystical task of recapitulation. Recapitulation is a method of reclaiming all of the energy 
we have invested in our history, back into us. We will review our experiences of the past year and of our life up till now, 
honoring it all and integrating the wisdom gained and lessons learned. This allows us to draw out and receive all of the nug-
gets of grace from even the most difficult experiences. 

We then reclaim all the energy and bring it back home, leaving ourselves full, with a deep sense of completion. 

This is an important process and one that is often neglected. You will be able to utilize it later on in many areas of your life. 



      Stillness   

Day two, New Years Eve, is a deep dive into stillness, dissolution, reflection, and emptiness. 

After the powerful harvest and gathering of day one, we allow our systems the sacred space for whatever is invited. Here 
we will listen deeply to Universal Wisdom and honor what it is beckoning to each of us in the moment. 

From a place of stillness and surrender, we are more receptive to the voice of grace and can melt into her gentle arms. 



     Co-Creation   

The final day of the retreat, the first in 2017, is dedicated to co-creation. Attuning to the highest in each of us, we will 
explore the rich field of possibilities for the coming year of this dawning era we have chosen to incarnate within. 

We will ignite the field of intenionality; aligning our purpose while sharpening our focus and intuitive skills, so that we can 
fully comprehend how integral we are to the creative process. We will claim authorship of our experience and become the 
sovereign authority in our life. 

As divinity comes on line in each of us, as we become our greater selves, we will design / create our lives from vastly 
expanded perspectives. Here we become the marriage of heaven and earth and allow our future worlds to be born 
consciously from within. 



Our Agenda
The conference will include daily: 

 ❄ Online gatherings with Victoria and David 

 ❄ World-wide synchronized mediations 

 ❄ Online Forum discussions 

 ❄ “Body Time” for Yoga and/or walking in Nature



Retreat Logistics

The retreat begins on Friday, December 30, 2016 
and ends on Sunday January 1, 2017. Treat this ex-
perience as you would if you were going away to a 
spiritual retreat center for these few days and pre-
pare in the same way as you would for such a jour-
ney. Let this be a time to clear the decks and make 
the most of this powerful New Year window. 

If you can: try not plan to work or socialize during 
the retreat. However, even if you cannot devote the 
full three days to the retreat and will only be able to 
make some of the calls and synchronized medita-
tions, you are still most welcome to join in. We have 
found that this does not negatively affect the field 
and wish to encourage as many of you as possible 
to take adantage of this profound beginning to 2017!

Since we are not gathering at a retreat center, we 
invite you to create your own sanctuary at home for 
the retreat. This may require some advance prepara-
tion. Participating from your own home sanctuary is 
a great way to experience maximum benefits from 
the retreat. Have fun with it! By creating your sanc-
tuary, you optimize your own potential for transfor-
mation and empower the group field enormously.  

(See Guidelines for Creating a Sanctuary at home
below for more on this.)



and Preparing for the Virtual Retreat

The Venue

Guidelines for Creating a Sanctuary
and

How to Prepare for a Virtual Retreat



Some guidelines about how to successfully create a sanctuary in your home: 

• Ideally you should be alone in your home. If you have a spouse or family members who are not attending the retreat, see if you 
might engage them in supporting you. If they are supportive, you can create a space where interaction with others is minimized. If 
there is a spare bedroom, perhaps you can sleep alone for a few nights?

• Please don’t plan to multi-task while attending the virtual retreat: don’t plan to follow your regular schedule of emails, phone calls, 
etc. Take a break from your routine. 

• Try not to don’t socialize. Gandhi observed what he called “silent Mondays”. He didn’t speak and he would write notes if it was 
necessary to communicate. You could have a sign that you hold up for any unexpected visitors: “In silence and meditation until 
January 1st.” Or something similar to that.

• Unplug your computer and turn off your phones when you are not using them for online gatherings or Forum discussions.

• Unplug the television (except perhaps to watch an uplifting movie) and avoid the news — enjoy a three-day news “fast”.

• Try not to do any errands or driving around. 

• Obviously if you need to quickly pick up something from the grocery store or pharmacy, etc. you must do that—but keep it to a 
minimum, The point of the retreat is that we are not participating in our “secular lives” during this time at all. We are giving our 
lives to our Inner connection.

• Plan your food in advance. If you can manage it, you will benefit from eating lightly for awhile before or during the retreat. Perhaps 
you may choose to reap the benefits of doing a limited fast before or for part of the time during the retreat. A liquid fast (veggie 
juice, veggie broth, smoothies etc.) for a day or so would be helpful towards opening up your awareness. It does not need to be 
extreme. Please keep it all simple, doable and wholesome. With some advance planning, food does not have to be a big distraction. 

• Physically and energetically clean your space impeccably prior to the beginning of the retreat. If you don’t know how to clean 
your space energetically, here are some suggestions. For example: vacuuming/sweeping the floors, dusting, spraying the room with 
a mixture of water and essential oils, ringing bells, chanting (like Lakshmi’s mantra “shring”), playing sacred music, burning in-
cense, etc. It’s important to keep the energy and space clear and clean for the duration of the retreat and can help if you are going 
through a difficult piece or just want a little extra lift. 

• If you don’t already have one, prepare a sacred meditation space as well as an altar for the retreat. Keep fresh flowers in the house 
for a very sacred feel.



Retreat Schedule (PST):
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30:  RECAPITULATION

  6:00 – 7:30am  Manifesitng the Field with David & Victoria 

  7:30 – 9:00am  Breakfast, Body Time (Yoga and/or Time in Nature)

  9:00 – 11:00am Energy Work with David 

 11:00 – 12:00pm Break for rest or refreshment

  12:00 – 1:00pm  Synchronized meditation (everybody)

   1:00 –2:00pm Meal, quiet time for rest,integration, etc. 

   2:00 – 4:00pm Meditation & Discussion with Victoria

   4:00 – 8:00pm Meal, quiet time for rest, contemplation, etc. 

   8:00 – 9:00pm Synchronized meditation  

   9:00pm  Continue meditating, relax or sleep

  
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31: STILLNESS
SUNDAY, JANUARY 1: CO-CREATION & MANIFESTATION

  6:00 – 7:00am  Synchronized meditation  

  7:00 – 8:00am  Breakfast, Body Time (Yoga and/or Walk in Nature)

  8:00 – 10:00am Energy Work with David (Saturday)

  8:00 – 10:00am Energy Work with David (Sunday)

 10:00 – 12:00pm Break for Lunch, Integration, Rest  

 12:00 – 2:00pm  Satsang & Transmission with Victoria (Saturday)

 12:00 – 2:00pm Satsang & Transmission with Victoria (Sunday) 

  2:00 – 3:00pm Meal, quiet time for rest,integration, etc.

  3:00 – 4:00pm UK New Year's Eve Meditation (Saturday)

  3:00 – 4:30pm Closing Session with David & Victoria (Sunday)

  4:00 – 8:00pm Meal, quiet time for rest,integration, etc

  8:00 – 9:00pm US New Year's Eve Meditation (Saturday)

  8:00 – 9:00pm US Synchronized meditation (Sunday)Artwork © Leslie Staller 



Retreat Schedule (UK):

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30: RECAPITULATION

  7:00 – 8:00am  Rolling synchronized meditation (UK/EU/SA)

2:00 – 3:30pm Creating the Field w/ David & Victoria

3:30 – 5:00pm Meal & Body Time (Yoga and/or Walk in Nature)

5:00 – 7:00pm Energy Work w/ David 

7:00 – 8:00pm Break for rest or refreshment

   8:00 – 9:00pm  Synchronized meditation (everybody)

  10:00 –12:00pm Satsang & Transmission w/ Victoria (if you're still up) 

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31 STILLNESS
SUNDAY, JANUARY 1 CO-CREATION & MANIFESTATION
  

  7:00 – 8:00am  Synchronized meditation (UK, EU & SA)  

  8:00 – 10:00am Breakfast, Body Time (Yoga and/or Walk in Nature) 

10:00 – 2:00pm Integration, listen to previous day’s recordings, etc.

   2:00 – 3:00pm Synchronized meditation (everybody) 

2:00 – 4:00pm Body Time (Yoga and/or Walk in Nature)

  4:00  – 6:00pm Energy Work with David (Sat)

  4:00  – 6:00pm Energ Work with David (Sun)

  6:00  – 8:00pm Meal, rest, quiet time to integrate

 8:00  – 10:00pm Satsang & Transmission with Victoria (Saturday) 

 8:00  – 10:00pm Satsang & Transmission with Victoria (Sunday)

11:00  – Midnight UK New Years Eve Meditation (Saturday)

10:00  – 11:30pm  Closing Session with David & Victoria

11:00pm  Meditation, relax or sleep

 

Artwork © Leslie Staller 



Preparation
One recommenation for an excellent way to support and uplift your 
experience during this magical time of inner journeying.

Inspirational Poetry:
Bring out your favorite poetry—it is the language of the soul. Reflect-
ing upon a powerful poem that speaks to your heart is quite magical 
and transcendental, yet we rarely take the time to treat ourselves to this 
delight. Inspiration as in the following:

It Felt Love

How
Did the rose
Ever open its heart

And give to this world
All its
Beauty?

It felt the encouragement of light
Against its
Being,

Otherwise,
We all remain

Too
Frightened.
                           ~ Hafiz

REGISTRATION
Click here to register.

RETREAT FEE
The retreat fee is $275 USD with early-bird rate of $250  thru 12/21.
Please contact us at admin@emanationofpresence.org, if you would like 
to attend, but need a payment plan or discounted rate.

Payment in full is due by December 27th. 

http://emanationofpresence.org/product/opening-to-new-fields-of-play-123016-1117/
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Retreat Facilitators
David Manning 
The natural multi-dimensional awareness that characterized his childhood has now emerged in a unique skill set that enables 
David‘s work with individuals and groups to create rapid dissolution of outmoded constructs, clearing space for the unfold-
ing and integration of the new.  His masterful use of Story Telling, Mysticism and Sacred Voice combine in work that is simple, 
rapid and deeply transformational. He has an ability to pull together strands of stories in individual and collective fields. He 
perceives the sticking points attached to these stories and helps unravel them so a new narrative can unfold.  

This is the sacred art of story telling. To remind the tribe of their origins and help open to emerging possibilities. “Because you 
exist outside of time and space as well as within it, your ability to impact energy fields is not dependent on their apparent 
size. A human body, a continent or a planet, it makes no difference.” 

David has integrated this guidance well. It enables him to work with collective fields of energy, moving backwards and forwards in time to help un-
ravel constructs and the impact of events.  “I’m you in another lifetime” came from a Native American shaman, the first of many multi-dimensional 
aspects to integrate over 17 years ago. Healing ceremonies began to be sung. There has been no formal training in sound work, but the sounds 
made have a profound impact. Many experience them as ancient, and deeply recognized at a cellular level. They remind all parts of the unified 
state.

Victoria More
Victoria divides her time between Santa Fe, New Mexico and Limpopo Province, South Africa. She is extremely grateful for 
this opportunity to experience and embody both the energies of the mystical Southwest of the US and the profound beauty, 
primal wisdom and earthy magic of the South African bushveld, located at the base of the Nilotic Meridian.   

She is an accomplished mystic and spiritual mentor/guide who radiantly embodies the qualities of the self-realized heart 
as pure emanation of presence. The subtle yet deceptively powerful transmission that comes through her has been likened 
to a “tuning fork, tuned to the key of Oneness”. Her life-long spiritual journey has been an in-depth immersion in a vari-
ety of spiritual and mystical traditions under the careful guidance of several enlightened teachers. The depth of her richly 
transformative journey has been impeccably calibrated to prepare her for this moment in time, as a guide to support others 
in awakening to their full divine potential within a new era of post-patriarchal, heart-infused spirituality.

Victoria's transmission of highly attuned and refined subtle-body awareness is a mystical skill that unlocks in others their own latent ability to re-cali-
brate the embodiment into higher dimensional frequencies. She offers teleconference gatherings where like-minded souls come together to experience 
deep and profound "full body" meditations, lively spiritual dialogue, and dynamic egoic clearing. She mentors spiritual seekers worldwide as a spiritual 
guide and counselor through individual and small group sessions.


